Payment of administrative penalties for violation of rules on submission of statistical data via Internet

This service enables online payment of administrative penalties for violation of rules on submission of statistical information. To make use of this electronic service it is necessary to enter official web-page of the State Statistical Committee (http://www.stat.gov.az/), go to the section “E-services” and choose “Payment of administrative penalties for violation of rules on submission of statistical data via Internet” (Picture 1).
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After entering this service the user should type in the opened window the number of protocol compiled by statistical body according to corresponding article of the Code of the Republic of Azerbaijan on Administrative Offences. After that the protocol shall appear in the screen. To pass to the next stage it is necessary to push “Pay” button (Picture 2).
In the opened window to enter some personal information (name, surname, name of organization, address and type of card) is required (Picture 3).

The button “Contunue” (Ardı) in the bottom right corner is clicked after typing the required information to pass to the last stage. Requisites of plastic card for payment of penalty are inserted and operation is finished through clicking “Go” (Irəli) button (Picture 4).
If user made proper payment via GoldenPay the automatic notification is forwarded to the State Statistical Committee and penalty shall be considered as paid.